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 Add more items. List View. Sort by. Position. Size. [UPDATE 1] [RePack By Diavol] You might have heard the news. It's
pretty much: "I am not a developer, nor do I have the skills to actually make a patch. I am a complete idiot. I've never heard of
6GMC or apparently C++, and I don't even know how to download a file. Anyway, it's all fixed and everything. Hopefully." So,
yeah, I suck. (Note: Diavol here means that I actually try to contact you, and I usually fail miserably.) That was a joke. I'm glad
you got my humor. Oh, and this is an OSX, COREPACK, no GUI and bleeding edge repack made by me, Diavol. I got sick of

seeing all the same Doom/Scorpion/Doom 3 enemies and weapons. The pistol is the same gun in all three games, and the
shotgun is pretty much the same gun. So I made a set of weapons that are actually completely different from each other. This
also means that I don't need a dozen different art files. I thought it would be great if you can actually tell what is which game
and where the parts came from. Note: The SHOTGUN EXPLOSION and LASER (not in the picture) are from Doom. The

FASTSPRITE, MACHINEGUN, and SHOTGUN from Doom 3. The SATCHEL from Doom 1, and all other art is from the
game. Note: Doom1, Doom 2, and Doom 3 are the same game (with different art) but the user called them differently. Note:
This is not the repacked corepack version, this is the version you'll receive with my full OSX, COREPACK and GUI version.

(Note: My name is not Diavol, it's Miu, but you probably guessed that already, given the resemblance to Diavol) It's a big repack
and a bit of a complete overhaul of the weapons. I think you will enjoy it. Enjoy your self! You can see what's new in the

message box on the top-right. ----------------------------------------------------------------------- I did my best, but if you find any
bugs, or any ideas on how to make this better, 82157476af
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